PRESSEMENTATION
Tree planting campaign 2021 - EMT donates to the city of Herrenberg

EMT Event-Media-Tec GmbH, the event forge from Herrenberg, not only provides superficially for
great live experiences, e.g. at "Kultur im Freien". The in-house loudspeaker brand Concert Audio®
brings the good sound, so that the ears are also supplied with unique sound experiences. Halls,
concert halls, bands, rental companies and countless other applications are equipped with the fine
loudspeaker boxes from Gültstein.
As an excellent material for the construction of loudspeaker boxes, good, selected wood plays a
decisive role. To keep it that way, the makers of Concert Audio® sound systems have adopted a
special idea. "We want to use the wood we use in a sustainable way and plant new trees for it, or
rather have them planted. To ensure that this is done correctly and sensibly from a forester's point of
view, we contacted the city of Herrenberg and found an open door," says Andreas Kienzle of EMT.
Everyone should do what they know how to do. Trees are planted in cooperation with the forestry
office. Planting the right trees in the right place at the right time, said - done! EMT Event-Media-Tec
GmbH donates, forest district manager Stefanie Knorpp plants with her team and even mayor Stefan
Metzing finds the action great and comes on site for the photo session. We are happy to have such
innovative companies in Herrenberg, says Metzing.
Incidentally, EMT Event-Media-Tec GmbH is also celebrating its birthday this year. For 15 years now
at the location in Gültstein, since 2014 in its own building with rental warehouse, own planning office
for events & fixed installations and last but not least with the Concert Audio® production. It is
developed, measured in our own laboratory, produced and distributed.
It remains exciting - the team of EMT Event-Media-Tec GmbH has many ideas to push Concert Audio®
further. The program is being revised, new systems are being developed. We are also far from
finished with our research in loudspeaker systems, www.concertaudio.de is always worth a visit. We
are happy to present the systems by appointment at the EMT headquarters or at a location of your
choice.
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